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Contemporary interiors demand standards of uniformity but now 
with a crafted, human touch which comes from an individual’s 
vision. Touch of Timber Collection is the fusion point between a 
past of hand craft skills and a future of techniques, such as rapid 
3D prototyping.

Across our World, designers are revisiting their local cultural 
heritage of craftsmanship, re-purposing ideas to give a new twist 
to spaces with unique material combinations.

Whether its a complex reed weave, reclaimed wood and brick or 
pure concrete surfaces, natural authenticity can be found in fine 
surface texture detailing.

Product Touch of Timber   Colour Blue Spruce   Installed Herringbone
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Touch of Timber™
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By embracing nature back into future technologies, we can
transform material to create a truly authentic feel. Just like how
the rediscovered use of original vinyl and hi-fi, instead of more
contemporary i-technologies in boutique hotels, creates a more
curated touch. Re-use through recycling is also helping to drive
innovation and new, sustainable methods of production which
won’t harm the planet.

Touch of Timber Collection is a beautifully crafted suite of Skinny
Planks which give the gentle impression of detailed, wood grain
surfaces in a carpet form. They express more than just a shape.
The revolutionary microtuft construction creates a minimalistic,
ultra-flat and beautifully refined textured surface.

Explore proven installation patterns to create a bespoke, 
curated look for innovative spaces with the functional
slip-resistance, underfoot comfort and acoustic qualities we
know can only come from soft flooring solutions.
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Product Name  Touch of Timber  
Style Code  4191 Pattern 000
Product Definition  Microtuft Level Loop  
Yarn/Fiber  BCF Nylon Type 6 – 100% Recycled Content  
Colour System  100% Solution Dyed  
Machine Gauge  5/64  
Total Thickness  4.5mm +/- 0.5mm  
Tile Size  25cmx100cm  
Area of Use  Commercial - Heavy Use  
Lifetime Antimicrobial  Intersept®  
Soil/Stain Protection  Protekt2®  
Total Recycled Content  GlacBac® 65% to 70% Total Recycled Content 
  GlasBac®RE 80% to 85% Total Recycled Content 
Installation Methods        

Ashlar

Herringbone

Touch of Timber Colourline

4191-005-000 Silver Birch    4191-006-000 Ash

4191-008-000 Sycamore 4191-009-000 Blue Spruce

4191-011-000 Walnut  4191-012-000 Blackwood



We have tried our very best to accurately represent product colours. However, due to the nature of printed materials, 
colour of actual products may vary slightly. Please request a sample to see actual product colour.

As part of Interface’s Mission Zero promise to eliminate any negative impact on the environ-
ment by 2020, we always consider the environment impact of every creative, manufacturing 
and building decision. This sample book is printed on recycled paper and with soy based ink. 
Twenty four virgin trees were saved from our use of 1725kg of recycled paper in the production 
of 5000 sample books. Energy intensity also decreased and greenhouse gases were reduced. 
The other reductions came from waste water and solid waste. Through our sample reclama-
tion program, we help keep sample materials out of landfill by re-using them until it is time to 
recycle these sample materials.
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South East Asia
Interface Asia
tel: 65-6478 1510
www.interface.com

South Korea
tel. 82-2-555 1734
www.interface.com

Japan
Interface Japan
tel: 81-3-5733 5211
www.interface.com

India
Interface India
tel: 91 80 30589350
www.interface.com

Beijing Studio
Interface China
tel: 86-10-6590 7810
www.interface.com.cn

Hong Kong Studio
Interface China
tel: 852-2802 0838
www.interface.com.cn

Shanghai Studio
Interface China
tel: 86-21-6340 3868
www.interface.com.cn

Australia
Interface Australia
local toll free: 1800 008 101
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